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Wiregrass Georgia 

Technical College 

ValDosTa — Warmer

weather is finally here so

it’s time to remember to

protect our skin and sun

safety tips.

“Your skin is the largest

organ in your body and is

the first line of defense

against diseases and all

types of foreign invaders,”

according to Wiregrass

georgia Technical college.

“so, it just makes sense

that we need to take

Taking a

proactive

approach to

skin care
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More on page 4

Wiregrass georgia Technical college

Wiregrass Technical college student singyette Dailey works on
student Yorkidea romero in the school’s esthetics lab.
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proper care to protect

our skin so it can effectively

protect us.”  

Daily use of sunscreen

is the first step in

protection.

other ways to be

proactive in the care of skin

is to have a consistent

home-care regimen of

skin-care products that

contain active ingredients

to prevent and treat signs

of sun damage, aging and

other conditions.

estheticians are trained

to analyze skin types and

conditions as well as

recognize disorders and

diseases. 

an esthetician can help

with a home-care regimen

as well as create a monthly

skin-care treatment plan

that is performed in the

spa. The facials performed

in the treatment room are

more intensive than what

can be done at home,

that’s why it’s

recommended to have

monthly facials along with

a home-care regimen.

Kelly ramirez, le, cMa

esthetician instructor at

Wiregrass georgia

Technical college, said,

“Teaching my esthetics

students these principles

of skin safety and

protection is somewhat an

organic process.  

“everything i know and

am passionate about

naturally spills out in all

discussions, just as it

would if these students

were my individual clients.

They learn through theory

in the classroom and then

by my modeling all these

concepts in our spa.”

sun safety starts with

being sun smart. To be sun

smart, a person needs to

know the facts:

• There are two different

types of ultraviolet “UV”

radiation that comes from

the sun. UVa rays are the

“aging” rays and UVB are

the “burning” rays. Both

are dangerous, cause

premature wrinkles and

can increase your chance

of developing skin cancer.

These rays are always

present, even on a cloudy

day.

• UVa rays, which pass

through window glass,

penetrate deeper into the

dermis, the thickest layer

of the skin. UVa rays can

cause suppression of the

immune system, which

interferes with the immune

system’s ability to protect

you against the

development and spread

of skin cancer. UVa

exposure also is known to

lead to signs of premature

aging of the skin such as

wrinkling and age spots.

• UVB rays are the sun’s

burning rays, which are

blocked by window glass,

and are the primary cause

of sunburn. a good way to

remember it is that UVa

rays are the aging rays and

UVB rays are the burning

rays. excessive exposure

to both forms of UV rays

can lead to the

development of skin

cancer.
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What are the effects of

ultraviolet rays of the sun

on the skin?

• so what exactly are UV

rays doing to your skin?

some of the damage

caused by UV rays are

permanent destruction of

the skin’s supporting

structure — the collagen

and elastic fibers; freckling;

wrinkling; dilated blood

vessels; suspicious skin

lesions; redness; drug

reactions, and of course,

skin cancer.

•There is no such thing as

a “healthy tan.” any

change in your skin color is

a sign of potential skin

damage.

• This applies to “indoor

tanning” as well. “indoor

tanners are 74 percent

more likely to develop

melanoma,” according to

the skin cancer

Foundation.

• exposure to the sun’s

rays has a snowball effect,

meaning year after year

suntans and sunburns

adds negative aspects to

the skin which will show up

as wrinkles or even cancer.

how can we protect our

skin?

• sunscreen, sunscreen,

sunscreen!

• generously apply a

broad-spectrum, water-

resistant sunscreen with a

sun Protection Factor

(sPF) of 30 or more to all

exposed skin. “Broad-

spectrum” provides

protection from both

ultraviolet a (UVa) and

ultraviolet B (UVB) rays.

• apply sunscreen

approximately 20 minutes

before going outside so it

has time to take effect

before you go into the sun.

reapply approximately

every two hours, even on

cloudy days, and after

swimming or sweating.

• Wear UVa/UVB-

protected sunglasses and

hats or caps.

• avoid peak sun intensity

hours between 10 a.m.

and 2 p.m.



Tracey Livingston,
ANP-BC

VALDOSTA HEALTH &WELLNESS CLINIC

229-469-6137
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appointment today!
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• Chronic Illness
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The centers for

Disease control and

Prevention is says it is

doing its part by leading

the racial and ethnic

approaches to community

health program as part of

its efforts to unify

healthcare coverage

throughout the country.

The Importance of REACH

President Obama and his administration say

they are working to close racial 

and ethnic gaps in healthcare coverage.

More on page 8
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Health Gaps

The cDc reports the

following statistics when

delivering its message

focused on ending health

gaps among racial and

ethnic minority groups: 

• heart disease is the

leading cause of death for

people of most racial and

ethnic minorities in the

United states;

• non-hispanic blacks

have the highest rates of

obesity (44 percent)

followed by Mexican

americans (39 percent);

and

• compared to non-

hispanic whites, the risk of

diagnosed diabetes is 77

percent higher among non-

hispanic blacks, 66

percent higher among

hispanics / latinos and 18

percent higher among

asian americans.

What REACH Does 

reach has built up an

expansive base of

partners, including

members of local

communities that work

together to identify,

develop and share

strategies that work in

reducing health gaps. 

Their main focus is on

heart disease, obesity,

diabetes, breast and

cervical cancer, infant

mortality, asthma and

vaccines. 

racial and ethnic health

gaps are complex. They

are affected by factors

related to individuals,

communities, society,

culture and the

environment. reach cuts

across a number of proven

and promising programs

that address these many

factors.

Get Involved  

if you are part of a local

health coalition, you can

seek out reach for

support on planning,

evaluating and sharing

community-focused

strategies. 

reach enhances

national and international

organizations that have

local affiliates and chapters

to share best practice

solutions and culturally

based community

methodologies. it also

provides funding to

qualified organizations in

an effort to better

overcome the inherent

challenges of overcoming

such a wide-reaching

health issue.
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submitted photo

Students help Pediatric Unit
caption and photo continue on page 11.

The national Junior Beta club at lake Park elementary school conducted a bake sale to raise
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funds to purchase DVD players that can be enjoyed by hospitalized children at sgMc. These

fourth- and fifth-graders raised $255 toward the purchase of nine DVD players. The idea for the

fundraiser was presented by Ty Parks, a Junior Beta club member, who spent several weeks on

the Pediatric Unit in December. When Ty’s physician, Dr. Brian griner, learned of the fundraiser, he

graciously agreed to match the Junior Beta club’s gift. The combined gift of 18 DVD players will

allow a DVD player to be placed in each pediatric patient’s room. The students also conducted a

DVD drive where new and previously viewed DVDs were collected and given to the Pediatrics Unit.



There are serving

sizes, percentages

and sometimes

ingredients you’ve

never heard of.

Before you know it,

you’re settling for

something without

even truly

understanding what

is in it. 

The U.s. Food

and Drug

administration

recommends

getting to know how the

back of your labels are

structured. That way, you

can make informed

choices about not only

purchasing certain foods,

but how much you’re

eating, too. 

Calories

The calories line of a

nutrition label is where

you’ll find the number of

calories per serving and

the calories from fat in

each serving. 

let’s say the label says

one serving equals 10

crackers and 100 calories.

if you eat 20 crackers,

you’ve quickly consumed

two servings and twice the

number of calories and fat.

if you do this multiple times

throughout the day with

different food choices, you

can see how quickly the

calories can add up. 

remember that fat-free

doesn’t mean calorie-free.

items with low fat content

can have just as many

calories as full-fat ones.

Key Nutrients

The FDa reports that

many americans aren’t

getting enough vitamins a

and c, potassium, calcium

and iron. look for these

key nutrients when you’re

reading the back of labels

to make sure you’re

choosing options with high

percentages in these

areas. 

The % Daily Value

You will see the “% DV”

designation on food labels.

it is a general guide to help

you link nutrients in a

serving of food to your

total daily diet. if a food

contains only 5 percent of

an important nutrient, it is

giving you only a mere

contribution. aim for foods

with 20 percent or higher

contributions of key

nutrients. You can use the

% DV to make dietary

trade-offs with other foods

throughout the day, but

remember that the * is a

reminder that the % DV is

based on a 2,000-calorie

diet. You may need more

or less, depending on your

diet. 
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Breaking Down the

Nutrition Facts Label
Do you ever find yourself in a

grocery aisle staring at the

back of food labels to make

sure you’re bringing home a

healthy option? 
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By Howard Cohen

Miami Herald

MiaMi — “You can’t fix

your health until you fix

your diet.”

so says sheah

rarback, a registered

dietitian on the faculty of

the Miller school of

Medicine at the University

of Miami and a Miami

herald columnist.

The heart is critically

essential to the body’s

function as it controls the

circulation of blood. When

you clog its pathways with

poor food choices you

gum up the works and this

can lead to a host of health

problems, including death

by heart attack.

so what is there to do?

“There is not one single

food that will help you

lower or raise your

cholesterol. Variety is the

key. The less processed

the food, the better,” said

sonia angel, registered

dietitian and coordinator of

the Diabetes and nutrition

center at Memorial

regional hospital.

“choosing foods in their

most natural form is one

way to avoid eating added

sugars hidden in packaged

foods and beverages,” said

lucette Talamas,

registered dietitian with

Baptist health south

Florida. “The american

heart association

recommends daily limits of

six teaspoons (24 grams)

for women and nine

teaspoons (36 grams) for

men of added sugar from

both food and beverages.”

and don’t forget the

healthful benefits of

exercise, Talamas said. “a

daily serving of moderate

intensity physical activity

can decrease lDl (bad)

cholesterol, triglycerides

and blood pressure while

also increase hDl (good)

cholesterol.”

We asked angel,

rarback and Talamas for a

list of 10 heart healthy

foods. here are their

suggestions:

1. salmon. Wild salmon,

not farm raised, is rich in

omega-3 fatty acids,

which help boost the

immune system. other

heart healthy fish are

sardines, barramundi and

tuna. Two servings a week

is a good start.

2. ground flax seeds.

rich in fiber and vegetarian

omega-3 that is easily

added to a variety of foods

like soups and salads. Try

them in cereal, yogurt and

protein smoothies. helps

reduce blood cholesterol.

3. nuts. Walnuts are

loaded with vitamin e and

omega-3 fatty acids and

are a delicious source for

magnesium. These nuts

help reduce cholesterol.

note: These are high in

calories. Moderation is key.

4. Beans and legumes.

include red kidney beans

and black beans,

chickpeas and lentils.

These are all rich in

magnesium, vitamin B

complex and are a good

source of soluble fiber,

which reduces cholesterol.

These also add folate and

magnesium to the diet. 

5. Berries. Berries in

general are good, but

especially blueberries,

which are a good source of

ellagic acid, an antioxidant

that protects blood

vessels, lowers blood

pressure and reduces lDl.

oranges are rich in

flavonoids, vitamin c,

potassium, folic and fiber.

oranges also help lower

blood pressure and protect

blood vessels. other good

sources are cantaloupe

and papaya.

6. red wine. The

antioxidants like catechins

and resveratrol in red wine

appear to increase hDl

and reduce lDl. limit to

one four-ounce glass of

wine a day. 

7. oatmeal. oatmeal

has omega-3 fatty acids

and is also rich in soluble

fiber, magnesium,

potassium and niacin.

oatmeal helps to lower

lDl. Try steel cut oats for

the highest fiber.

8. avocado. Packed

with monounsaturated fat,

which lowers lDl. They

promote the absorption of

carotenoids that improve

heart health.

9. Tea. Black or green

tea is rich in flavonoids,

which is an antioxidant that

protects cells from

damaging free radicals.

10. Dark chocolate. The

high flavanol content has a

blood thinning effect that

the heart loves. 

Heart-healthy food in 10 easy steps
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Valdosta Medical Clinic
Lowndes County Abulatory 
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229-242-8480
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Cancer Coalition of South Georgia

ValDosTa — if you live

in the Valdosta area, you

likely have felt the impact

of cancer here, either

personally or from

someone you love.  

it probably won’t

surprise you to learn that

south georgia has some

of the highest rates of

cancer in the United

states. it’s not your

imagination: each year

more than 3,500 people in

our communities are newly

diagnosed with cancer and

more than 1,000 south

georgians die from cancer. 

of georgia’s 159

Fighting Cancer Locally
Meet the Cancer Coalition of South Georgia
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counties, lowndes county

has the sixth highest

cancer rate.

But there’s good news,

too.  

The cancer coalition of

south georgia — a local

organization — is making a

difference against cancer

here.

Why is the cancer

coalition important? 

coalition ceo Diane

Fletcher shares what

makes the organization

different and highly

effective. 

“our mission is to

prevent cancer and

increase survival among

the people of south

georgia,” she said. “Being

100 percent local is what

sets us apart.”

Unlike national

organizations, the cancer

coalition works only in

south georgia. That

means 100 percent of the

funds and resources

remain locally to help area

residents, according to the

coalition

For the past 13 years,

the community-driven

cancer coalition has

improved people’s lives in

south georgia through

providing individualized

health navigation and

cancer screening services;

public and professional

education, including

tobacco control;

community research to

prevent and reduce cancer

risks; and outreach to

survivors and others. 

one example is the

nationally recognized

community cancer

screening Program that

not only saves lives, but

also reduces local health-

care costs by preventing

cancer or finding it early.  

since its start, the

program has provided

more than 5,000 cancer

screenings for local

residents.

The cancer coalition of

south georgia’s success

has made it a national role

model for how to improve

health in the community.

however, being part of this

community, our entire

focus remains on lessening

the devastating effects of

cancer on families here.

how can you be part of

this important work?

“People are realizing the

value of investing in a local

organization that keeps

their dollars here,” said

Fletcher. “our donors know

that every person they help

is their neighbor, and their

support comes back to

benefit all of us who live

here.” 

The cancer coalition

enthusiastically welcomes

those who want to join the

local fight against cancer. 

People can donate in

memory or honor of

someone by visiting

www.sgacancer.org; or

calling (229) 312-1700; or

mailing cancer coalition of

south georgia, 3338-l1

country club road PMB

318, Valdosta ga 31605.  
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By Cheryl Powell

Akron Beacon Journal

aKron, ohio —

Patients undergoing

outpatient procedures at

an area hospital are sent

home with a free quart of

homemade chicken noodle

soup along with the typical

discharge instructions. it

just goes to show that an

age-old home remedy for

recovery has not outlived

its medical credibility.

The chicken soup to

go program was recently

launched at Western

reserve hospital in

cuyahoga Falls, ohio, as a

way to ease the stress for

patients and families by

offering an easy-to-eat

meal for the return home.

“We’re always trying to

look at new ways to make

patients feel special,” said

Dr. eric espinal, Western

reserve hospital’s chair of

surgery. “We realize they

have a choice and lots of

great hospital systems.

This is an opportunity to

help them out and let them

know we appreciate them

choosing Western reserve

hospital.”

lisa Barnes of

cuyahoga Falls said she

Chicken soup Rx: 
Hospital follows orders of Dr. Mom
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enjoyed the soup for lunch

and dinner after her recent

shoulder surgery.

“Your stomach doesn’t

feel really good after

anesthesia,” she said.

“soup is always my

comfort food when i don’t

feel good. i thought it was

a nice gesture. ... it’s not

like herding you in and out

like cattle.”

Western reserve

Wellness coordinator

Johanna Tanno came up

with the idea as a way to

allow patients and

caregivers to cross off one

worry from their to-do list.

“going home shouldn’t

be stressful,” she said.

“That should be the easy

part.”

as moms know, she

said, chicken soup is a

light food with fluid and

protein needed for

recovery.

“For patients who just

had surgery, chicken soup

just seemed logical,” she

said. “it’s easy on the

stomach.”

The fresh, homemade

soup fits with the hospital’s

Doctor’s order program,

which promotes healthy

eating in the community.

as a note with each to-

go bag instructs: “Please

enjoy — it’s the Doctor’s

order.”

Through the program,

about a dozen participating

local restaurants also are

offering heart-healthy

options denoted on their

menu with the Doctor’s

order logo, featuring a

stethoscope in the shape

of a heart.

Most of the more than

20 people undergoing

outpatient surgery at

Western reserve daily take

up the hospital’s offer for

the free soup to go, Tanno

said.

Joann rilling of

cuyahoga Falls said she

was pleasantly surprised

when a nurse offered to

send her home with

homemade soup after a

recent outpatient hand

surgery.

“chicken noodle soup is

a little bit on the curative

side,” she said. “it was

good for me. all i had to

do when i got back was

heat it up. it was helpful.”

Distributed by Tribune

Content Agency, LLC
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WISH KID MOLLY

Visit us at www.wish.org 
or call 800-722-WISH. 

And share the power of a wish®.
Make-A-Wish Foundation® is a CFC participant

This is the day
I couldn t

stop
smiling

Provided as a public service
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Together We Can
Make a Difference

1.800.899.0089   voa.org
a CFC participant.

Provided as a public service.
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If only parenting 2- to 5-year olds were this simple.
Become a trainer of Common Sense Parenting® of Toddlers
and Preschoolers and teach parenting skills like these:

• Create plans to stay calm for both parent and child 

• Prevent problems and correct misbehavior

• Set reasonable expectations based on
age and development level 

Show how discipline can be more about
teaching than punishment… 

Isn’t it about time?

Common Sense Parenting 
of Toddlers and Preschoolers

A CFC participant –  provided as a public service

Changing lives 
for 90 years.

Call 1-800-545-5771
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~ A Proud Member of the Pruitt Family of Providers ~

Wiregrass Georgia 

Technical College 

ValDosTa — Warmer

weather is finally here so

it’s time to remember to

protect our skin and sun

safety tips.

“Your skin is the largest

organ in your body and is

the first line of defense

against diseases and all

types of foreign invaders,”

according to Wiregrass

georgia Technical college.

“so, it just makes sense

that we need to take

Taking a

proactive

approach to

skin care

April 2015                                                              3                                                            

More on page 4

Wiregrass georgia Technical college

Wiregrass Technical college student singyette Dailey works on
student Yorkidea romero in the school’s esthetics lab.
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proper care to protect

our skin so it can effectively

protect us.”  

Daily use of sunscreen

is the first step in

protection.

other ways to be

proactive in the care of skin

is to have a consistent

home-care regimen of

skin-care products that

contain active ingredients

to prevent and treat signs

of sun damage, aging and

other conditions.

estheticians are trained

to analyze skin types and

conditions as well as

recognize disorders and

diseases. 

an esthetician can help

with a home-care regimen

as well as create a monthly

skin-care treatment plan

that is performed in the

spa. The facials performed

in the treatment room are

more intensive than what

can be done at home,

that’s why it’s

recommended to have

monthly facials along with

a home-care regimen.

Kelly ramirez, le, cMa

esthetician instructor at

Wiregrass georgia

Technical college, said,

“Teaching my esthetics

students these principles

of skin safety and

protection is somewhat an

organic process.  

“everything i know and

am passionate about

naturally spills out in all

discussions, just as it

would if these students

were my individual clients.

They learn through theory

in the classroom and then

by my modeling all these

concepts in our spa.”

sun safety starts with

being sun smart. To be sun

smart, a person needs to

know the facts:

• There are two different

types of ultraviolet “UV”

radiation that comes from

the sun. UVa rays are the

“aging” rays and UVB are

the “burning” rays. Both

are dangerous, cause

premature wrinkles and

can increase your chance

of developing skin cancer.

These rays are always

present, even on a cloudy

day.

• UVa rays, which pass

through window glass,

penetrate deeper into the

dermis, the thickest layer

of the skin. UVa rays can

cause suppression of the

immune system, which

interferes with the immune

system’s ability to protect

you against the

development and spread

of skin cancer. UVa

exposure also is known to

lead to signs of premature

aging of the skin such as

wrinkling and age spots.

• UVB rays are the sun’s

burning rays, which are

blocked by window glass,

and are the primary cause

of sunburn. a good way to

remember it is that UVa

rays are the aging rays and

UVB rays are the burning

rays. excessive exposure

to both forms of UV rays

can lead to the

development of skin

cancer.
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What are the effects of

ultraviolet rays of the sun

on the skin?

• so what exactly are UV

rays doing to your skin?

some of the damage

caused by UV rays are

permanent destruction of

the skin’s supporting

structure — the collagen

and elastic fibers; freckling;

wrinkling; dilated blood

vessels; suspicious skin

lesions; redness; drug

reactions, and of course,

skin cancer.

•There is no such thing as

a “healthy tan.” any

change in your skin color is

a sign of potential skin

damage.

• This applies to “indoor

tanning” as well. “indoor

tanners are 74 percent

more likely to develop

melanoma,” according to

the skin cancer

Foundation.

• exposure to the sun’s

rays has a snowball effect,

meaning year after year

suntans and sunburns

adds negative aspects to

the skin which will show up

as wrinkles or even cancer.

how can we protect our

skin?

• sunscreen, sunscreen,

sunscreen!

• generously apply a

broad-spectrum, water-

resistant sunscreen with a

sun Protection Factor

(sPF) of 30 or more to all

exposed skin. “Broad-

spectrum” provides

protection from both

ultraviolet a (UVa) and

ultraviolet B (UVB) rays.

• apply sunscreen

approximately 20 minutes

before going outside so it

has time to take effect

before you go into the sun.

reapply approximately

every two hours, even on

cloudy days, and after

swimming or sweating.

• Wear UVa/UVB-

protected sunglasses and

hats or caps.

• avoid peak sun intensity

hours between 10 a.m.

and 2 p.m.



Tracey Livingston,
ANP-BC

VALDOSTA HEALTH &WELLNESS CLINIC

229-469-6137
3328 Bemiss Road

Valdosta, GA 31605
www.valdostahealth.com

Call and schedule an
appointment today!

911701

• Accepting New Patients

• Chronic Illness

• Acute Illness

• Annual Wellness Visits

• Hormone Imbalance

• Perimenopause

• Menopause

• Testosterone Therapy

• Erectile Dysfunction

• Sports & DOT Physicals
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The centers for

Disease control and

Prevention is says it is

doing its part by leading

the racial and ethnic

approaches to community

health program as part of

its efforts to unify

healthcare coverage

throughout the country.

The Importance of REACH

President Obama and his administration say

they are working to close racial 

and ethnic gaps in healthcare coverage.

More on page 8
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 3368 Greystone Way

 Valdosta, GA 31605

 247-7700
 Mon. -Fri. 2:00pm - 5:00pm

 783 Lakes Blvd. 

 Lake Park, GA 31636

 559-9955
 Mon. -Fri. 8:30am - 1:00pm

 Valdosta Medical Associates

 P. KUMAR, M.D.
 Board Certified, Internal Medicine

 • Primary Care & Adult Medicine  

 • Diabetes, Hypertension,  Lung Disorders 

 • Hospital Care • Preventive Medicine • Most Insurance Plans Accepted

 911698

 New Patients 

 Welcome
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Health Gaps

The cDc reports the

following statistics when

delivering its message

focused on ending health

gaps among racial and

ethnic minority groups: 

• heart disease is the

leading cause of death for

people of most racial and

ethnic minorities in the

United states;

• non-hispanic blacks

have the highest rates of

obesity (44 percent)

followed by Mexican

americans (39 percent);

and

• compared to non-

hispanic whites, the risk of

diagnosed diabetes is 77

percent higher among non-

hispanic blacks, 66

percent higher among

hispanics / latinos and 18

percent higher among

asian americans.

What REACH Does 

reach has built up an

expansive base of

partners, including

members of local

communities that work

together to identify,

develop and share

strategies that work in

reducing health gaps. 

Their main focus is on

heart disease, obesity,

diabetes, breast and

cervical cancer, infant

mortality, asthma and

vaccines. 

racial and ethnic health

gaps are complex. They

are affected by factors

related to individuals,

communities, society,

culture and the

environment. reach cuts

across a number of proven

and promising programs

that address these many

factors.

Get Involved  

if you are part of a local

health coalition, you can

seek out reach for

support on planning,

evaluating and sharing

community-focused

strategies. 

reach enhances

national and international

organizations that have

local affiliates and chapters

to share best practice

solutions and culturally

based community

methodologies. it also

provides funding to

qualified organizations in

an effort to better

overcome the inherent

challenges of overcoming

such a wide-reaching

health issue.
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3526 North Crossing Circle • Valdosta • 229.469.4383

• Skin Cancer
• Psoriasis
• Acne/Acne Scars
• Stretch Marks
• Botox

TM

• Restylane
TM

• Perlane
TM

• Radiesse
TM

• Juvederm
TM

• Dysport
TM

• Rosacea
• Laser Surgery
• Eczema/Rashes
• Sun Damage/
Wrinkles

Betsy Thacker, MD, FAAD • Abbey Walker, ANP-BC • Nina Keown, FNP-C

Please present this ad to receive

10% OFF your next cosmetic

service or product purchase!
(Expires 5/1/15) Betsy Thacker, MD, FAAD

Board Certified Dermatologist
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submitted photo

Students help Pediatric Unit
caption and photo continue on page 11.

The national Junior Beta club at lake Park elementary school conducted a bake sale to raise



(pun intended)

Food intolerances lead to a wide range of
symptoms including: weight gain, obesity,
IBS, constipation, chronic fatigue, migraines,
headaches, joint pain & skin problems.

Is your gut telling you something

may be wrong with your diet?

There’s one simple blood test, scientifically
proven, that tells you which foods are making
you sick and causing these conditions.

Request this test today at Care Medical Center.

98% of patients who follow the

Rotation Diet LOSE WEIGHT

and/or improve body mass.

Gowith your gut

2804-C N. Oak Street
Valdosta, GA 31602

229-241-8925
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funds to purchase DVD players that can be enjoyed by hospitalized children at sgMc. These

fourth- and fifth-graders raised $255 toward the purchase of nine DVD players. The idea for the

fundraiser was presented by Ty Parks, a Junior Beta club member, who spent several weeks on

the Pediatric Unit in December. When Ty’s physician, Dr. Brian griner, learned of the fundraiser, he

graciously agreed to match the Junior Beta club’s gift. The combined gift of 18 DVD players will

allow a DVD player to be placed in each pediatric patient’s room. The students also conducted a

DVD drive where new and previously viewed DVDs were collected and given to the Pediatrics Unit.



There are serving

sizes, percentages

and sometimes

ingredients you’ve

never heard of.

Before you know it,

you’re settling for

something without

even truly

understanding what

is in it. 

The U.s. Food

and Drug

administration

recommends

getting to know how the

back of your labels are

structured. That way, you

can make informed

choices about not only

purchasing certain foods,

but how much you’re

eating, too. 

Calories

The calories line of a

nutrition label is where

you’ll find the number of

calories per serving and

the calories from fat in

each serving. 

let’s say the label says

one serving equals 10

crackers and 100 calories.

if you eat 20 crackers,

you’ve quickly consumed

two servings and twice the

number of calories and fat.

if you do this multiple times

throughout the day with

different food choices, you

can see how quickly the

calories can add up. 

remember that fat-free

doesn’t mean calorie-free.

items with low fat content

can have just as many

calories as full-fat ones.

Key Nutrients

The FDa reports that

many americans aren’t

getting enough vitamins a

and c, potassium, calcium

and iron. look for these

key nutrients when you’re

reading the back of labels

to make sure you’re

choosing options with high

percentages in these

areas. 

The % Daily Value

You will see the “% DV”

designation on food labels.

it is a general guide to help

you link nutrients in a

serving of food to your

total daily diet. if a food

contains only 5 percent of

an important nutrient, it is

giving you only a mere

contribution. aim for foods

with 20 percent or higher

contributions of key

nutrients. You can use the

% DV to make dietary

trade-offs with other foods

throughout the day, but

remember that the * is a

reminder that the % DV is

based on a 2,000-calorie

diet. You may need more

or less, depending on your

diet. 
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Breaking Down the

Nutrition Facts Label
Do you ever find yourself in a

grocery aisle staring at the

back of food labels to make

sure you’re bringing home a

healthy option? 
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By Howard Cohen

Miami Herald

MiaMi — “You can’t fix

your health until you fix

your diet.”

so says sheah

rarback, a registered

dietitian on the faculty of

the Miller school of

Medicine at the University

of Miami and a Miami

herald columnist.

The heart is critically

essential to the body’s

function as it controls the

circulation of blood. When

you clog its pathways with

poor food choices you

gum up the works and this

can lead to a host of health

problems, including death

by heart attack.

so what is there to do?

“There is not one single

food that will help you

lower or raise your

cholesterol. Variety is the

key. The less processed

the food, the better,” said

sonia angel, registered

dietitian and coordinator of

the Diabetes and nutrition

center at Memorial

regional hospital.

“choosing foods in their

most natural form is one

way to avoid eating added

sugars hidden in packaged

foods and beverages,” said

lucette Talamas,

registered dietitian with

Baptist health south

Florida. “The american

heart association

recommends daily limits of

six teaspoons (24 grams)

for women and nine

teaspoons (36 grams) for

men of added sugar from

both food and beverages.”

and don’t forget the

healthful benefits of

exercise, Talamas said. “a

daily serving of moderate

intensity physical activity

can decrease lDl (bad)

cholesterol, triglycerides

and blood pressure while

also increase hDl (good)

cholesterol.”

We asked angel,

rarback and Talamas for a

list of 10 heart healthy

foods. here are their

suggestions:

1. salmon. Wild salmon,

not farm raised, is rich in

omega-3 fatty acids,

which help boost the

immune system. other

heart healthy fish are

sardines, barramundi and

tuna. Two servings a week

is a good start.

2. ground flax seeds.

rich in fiber and vegetarian

omega-3 that is easily

added to a variety of foods

like soups and salads. Try

them in cereal, yogurt and

protein smoothies. helps

reduce blood cholesterol.

3. nuts. Walnuts are

loaded with vitamin e and

omega-3 fatty acids and

are a delicious source for

magnesium. These nuts

help reduce cholesterol.

note: These are high in

calories. Moderation is key.

4. Beans and legumes.

include red kidney beans

and black beans,

chickpeas and lentils.

These are all rich in

magnesium, vitamin B

complex and are a good

source of soluble fiber,

which reduces cholesterol.

These also add folate and

magnesium to the diet. 

5. Berries. Berries in

general are good, but

especially blueberries,

which are a good source of

ellagic acid, an antioxidant

that protects blood

vessels, lowers blood

pressure and reduces lDl.

oranges are rich in

flavonoids, vitamin c,

potassium, folic and fiber.

oranges also help lower

blood pressure and protect

blood vessels. other good

sources are cantaloupe

and papaya.

6. red wine. The

antioxidants like catechins

and resveratrol in red wine

appear to increase hDl

and reduce lDl. limit to

one four-ounce glass of

wine a day. 

7. oatmeal. oatmeal

has omega-3 fatty acids

and is also rich in soluble

fiber, magnesium,

potassium and niacin.

oatmeal helps to lower

lDl. Try steel cut oats for

the highest fiber.

8. avocado. Packed

with monounsaturated fat,

which lowers lDl. They

promote the absorption of

carotenoids that improve

heart health.

9. Tea. Black or green

tea is rich in flavonoids,

which is an antioxidant that

protects cells from

damaging free radicals.

10. Dark chocolate. The

high flavanol content has a

blood thinning effect that

the heart loves. 

Heart-healthy food in 10 easy steps
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Valdosta Medical Clinic
Lowndes County Abulatory 

Sugical Center

229-242-8480
1-800-587-0777

www.valdostamed.com

3207 COUNTRY CLUB DRIVE
Serving The Medical Needs 

of Georgia and North Florida 

Since 1989
Internal Medicine

Cardiology

Gastroenterology

911697

Cancer Coalition of South Georgia

ValDosTa — if you live

in the Valdosta area, you

likely have felt the impact

of cancer here, either

personally or from

someone you love.  

it probably won’t

surprise you to learn that

south georgia has some

of the highest rates of

cancer in the United

states. it’s not your

imagination: each year

more than 3,500 people in

our communities are newly

diagnosed with cancer and

more than 1,000 south

georgians die from cancer. 

of georgia’s 159

Fighting Cancer Locally
Meet the Cancer Coalition of South Georgia
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counties, lowndes county

has the sixth highest

cancer rate.

But there’s good news,

too.  

The cancer coalition of

south georgia — a local

organization — is making a

difference against cancer

here.

Why is the cancer

coalition important? 

coalition ceo Diane

Fletcher shares what

makes the organization

different and highly

effective. 

“our mission is to

prevent cancer and

increase survival among

the people of south

georgia,” she said. “Being

100 percent local is what

sets us apart.”

Unlike national

organizations, the cancer

coalition works only in

south georgia. That

means 100 percent of the

funds and resources

remain locally to help area

residents, according to the

coalition

For the past 13 years,

the community-driven

cancer coalition has

improved people’s lives in

south georgia through

providing individualized

health navigation and

cancer screening services;

public and professional

education, including

tobacco control;

community research to

prevent and reduce cancer

risks; and outreach to

survivors and others. 

one example is the

nationally recognized

community cancer

screening Program that

not only saves lives, but

also reduces local health-

care costs by preventing

cancer or finding it early.  

since its start, the

program has provided

more than 5,000 cancer

screenings for local

residents.

The cancer coalition of

south georgia’s success

has made it a national role

model for how to improve

health in the community.

however, being part of this

community, our entire

focus remains on lessening

the devastating effects of

cancer on families here.

how can you be part of

this important work?

“People are realizing the

value of investing in a local

organization that keeps

their dollars here,” said

Fletcher. “our donors know

that every person they help

is their neighbor, and their

support comes back to

benefit all of us who live

here.” 

The cancer coalition

enthusiastically welcomes

those who want to join the

local fight against cancer. 

People can donate in

memory or honor of

someone by visiting

www.sgacancer.org; or

calling (229) 312-1700; or

mailing cancer coalition of

south georgia, 3338-l1

country club road PMB

318, Valdosta ga 31605.  



~ Samuel E. Worthington, IV, DMD ~

~ Complete family and cosmetic dentistry from Implants to Braces ~

“It's time to love your smile!”

229-242-0063 • 3362 Greystone Way • Valdosta, GA

worthingtonfamilydentistry@mchsi.com

• Tricare provider for active and retired military, with

additional active military discounts and 0% financing

• In-network provider for most insurance plans

• Licensed for use of Botox and dermal fills for

esthetics and treatment of TMJ and facial pain

911706
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By Cheryl Powell

Akron Beacon Journal

aKron, ohio —

Patients undergoing

outpatient procedures at

an area hospital are sent

home with a free quart of

homemade chicken noodle

soup along with the typical

discharge instructions. it

just goes to show that an

age-old home remedy for

recovery has not outlived

its medical credibility.

The chicken soup to

go program was recently

launched at Western

reserve hospital in

cuyahoga Falls, ohio, as a

way to ease the stress for

patients and families by

offering an easy-to-eat

meal for the return home.

“We’re always trying to

look at new ways to make

patients feel special,” said

Dr. eric espinal, Western

reserve hospital’s chair of

surgery. “We realize they

have a choice and lots of

great hospital systems.

This is an opportunity to

help them out and let them

know we appreciate them

choosing Western reserve

hospital.”

lisa Barnes of

cuyahoga Falls said she

Chicken soup Rx: 
Hospital follows orders of Dr. Mom
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enjoyed the soup for lunch

and dinner after her recent

shoulder surgery.

“Your stomach doesn’t

feel really good after

anesthesia,” she said.

“soup is always my

comfort food when i don’t

feel good. i thought it was

a nice gesture. ... it’s not

like herding you in and out

like cattle.”

Western reserve

Wellness coordinator

Johanna Tanno came up

with the idea as a way to

allow patients and

caregivers to cross off one

worry from their to-do list.

“going home shouldn’t

be stressful,” she said.

“That should be the easy

part.”

as moms know, she

said, chicken soup is a

light food with fluid and

protein needed for

recovery.

“For patients who just

had surgery, chicken soup

just seemed logical,” she

said. “it’s easy on the

stomach.”

The fresh, homemade

soup fits with the hospital’s

Doctor’s order program,

which promotes healthy

eating in the community.

as a note with each to-

go bag instructs: “Please

enjoy — it’s the Doctor’s

order.”

Through the program,

about a dozen participating

local restaurants also are

offering heart-healthy

options denoted on their

menu with the Doctor’s

order logo, featuring a

stethoscope in the shape

of a heart.

Most of the more than

20 people undergoing

outpatient surgery at

Western reserve daily take

up the hospital’s offer for

the free soup to go, Tanno

said.

Joann rilling of

cuyahoga Falls said she

was pleasantly surprised

when a nurse offered to

send her home with

homemade soup after a

recent outpatient hand

surgery.

“chicken noodle soup is

a little bit on the curative

side,” she said. “it was

good for me. all i had to

do when i got back was

heat it up. it was helpful.”

Distributed by Tribune

Content Agency, LLC
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WISH KID MOLLY

Visit us at www.wish.org 
or call 800-722-WISH. 

And share the power of a wish®.
Make-A-Wish Foundation® is a CFC participant

This is the day
I couldn t

stop
smiling

Provided as a public service
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Together We Can
Make a Difference

1.800.899.0089   voa.org
a CFC participant.

Provided as a public service.
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If only parenting 2- to 5-year olds were this simple.
Become a trainer of Common Sense Parenting® of Toddlers
and Preschoolers and teach parenting skills like these:

• Create plans to stay calm for both parent and child 

• Prevent problems and correct misbehavior

• Set reasonable expectations based on
age and development level 

Show how discipline can be more about
teaching than punishment… 

Isn’t it about time?

Common Sense Parenting 
of Toddlers and Preschoolers

A CFC participant –  provided as a public service

Changing lives 
for 90 years.

Call 1-800-545-5771
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Say goodbye to

unsightly varicose

and spider veins

with our...

FAST & PAINLESS
laser procedures!

Tired&AchyLegs?

COVERED BY INSURANCE
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Taking a

proactive

approach to

skin care

Inside:REACH Importance • Nutrients Labels • Cancer Coalition
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